Unit 1 Lesson 1
Supply the missing parts of the following dialogue:
Tina: Hello Sally! Have you had a nice weekend?
Sally: …………………………………………………………………………..
Tina: Why? What happened?
Sally: …………………………………………………………………………….
Tina: How is your grandma now? Is she better?
Sally: yes, she’s better somehow. She went for a check-up today.
Tina: …………………………………………………?
Sally: No, thanks. I’ll let you know if I need any help.

………………………………….......................................................................................
Choose the correct answer:
1- Dinosaurs are (extinction- extinct- extincted) animals.
2- Salma doesn’t like math but she (excels- repeats- stops) at Science.
3- She is not accepted in the course because her level isn’t (in- at- up) to
scratch.
4- The teachers recommend her in every English competition because she is a
(mover- beginner- high flyer)
5- She took a two-week course to (brush in- brush out- brush up) her Spanish
before travelling.
6- If Salem starts studying, he (will- would- would have) get high marks.
7- (If- If only- Unless) Mona finishes all her work, she won’t be able to go out.
8- My mother would cook spaghetti if she (had found- finds- found) tomatoes.
9- If Kareem were nicer, people (will- will have- would) love him more.
10- If we don’t clean our rooms daily, our mother (will- would- would have) tell us
off.

Rewrite the following questions:
1- If I don’t have a camera, I won’t take pictures.
(unless)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2- See the doctor if you feel sick.
“Advise him using If”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3- Ice melts when you leave them outside the fridge. (If)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4- If I have enough money, I would buy the car I like. (Correct)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5- If we had proper drains in our city, we won’t find ponds of water wherever we
go. (Correct)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Story “The Merchant of Venice”
Chapter 1
a) Complete the following questions:
1- Venice is a city near the sea in …………………………………
2- I think that the world is a ………………………………….
b) Comment
“I have a lot of ships and cargoes. If I lose one or two, it doesn’t matter”
1- Who sad this sentence? To whom?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2- Why did he say that?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3- What was Antonio’s opinion about his sadness?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Unit1 lesson2
Supply the missing parts of the following dialogue:
Tris: Why are you surfing the internet?
Monica: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Tris: I read a very interesting story called The Merchant of Venice.
Monica: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Tris: It’s about two merchants who are contradictory characters.
Monica: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Tris: Awesome! You won’t regret it.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Choose the correct answer:
1- This gloomy weather (catches on- runs out- brings about) all
my bad memories.
2- I wish my new manager could (carry at- carry out- carry in) my
project.
3- Mr. Saied offered Heba a/an (location- incentive- promising)
for her hard work.
4- Floods and hurricanes are natural (catastrophe- catastrophicdisastrous).
5- Noor helps the needy. She is (competitive- cooperativeunhelpful).
6- If I (had had- had have- have had- had) much money, I would
have bought a villa.
7- I wish he (liked- likes- had liked) his new computer tomorrow.
8- Mum wishes my baby brother (wouldn’t spit- doesn’t spitdidn’t spit) food on the ground.
9- My sister wishes she (bought- had bought- buys) a car last
week.
10- I wish prices (were- would be- is) cheaper in the future.

Rewrite the following questions:
1- I didn’t have my keys so I didn’t enter the house.
(IF)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2- I don’t have a camera.
(If only)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3- I didn’t learn about computers.
(I wish)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4- I wish my sister passed the driving test last week.
(correct)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5- People pollute the environment.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Story “The Merchant of Venice”
Chapter 2
a) Complete the following questions:
1- Portia’s second suitor was a ………………………………………
2- The German duke was the worst of all as he was always …..……………
b) Comment
c) “Wise words are not much good if nobody takes any notice”
1-Who sad this? To whom?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2-Why did she say that?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3- What are those wise words?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

